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1. Introduction
Symmetry-wise, most organic molecules are an untidy
mess, so it is not surprising that the icosahedral structure1

of C60 was greeted with enthusiasm and wild surmise,
followed by a flurry of intense activity. Accounts of this
early activity appeared 5 years ago in this journal.2 In the
intervening period, and in collaboration at first with
colleagues at du Pont (see the Acknowledgment), we have
studied the addition of free radicals to C60 and (to a lesser
extent) to C70. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
spectroscopy, like most techniques, has its advantages and
disadvantages. The main disadvantage is that EPR detects
only molecules in spin multiplet electronic states,3 so that
it is blind to the vast majority of “ordinary” molecules in
singlet ground states. On the other hand, EPR is extremely
sensitive when it comes to the detection of spin doublet
electronic states (free radicals) and electronic states of
higher spin multiplicity. Such species are usually extra-
ordinarily reactive and can only be detected if continu-
ously regenerated or trapped in an inert solvent or matrix.
It is a great advantage, therefore, that EPR signals from
the species of interest are not overwhelmed by, and do
not have to be disentangled from, signals due to the
solvent or matrix. In favorable circumstances, the free
radical can be identified, its symmetry (point-group)
ascertained, and the distribution of unpaired spin over

the molecule deduced. So, when it became apparent that
C60 was not an inert (“aromatic”) molecule, as had at first
been supposed, but an assembly of 30 identical carbon-
carbon double bonds, we and our du Pont colleagues
realized4 that EPR spectroscopy might be capable of
detecting and characterizing free-radical adducts of C60.
It was also evident that computational and EPR techniques
would have to complement each other in order to assign
the observed hyperfine interactions (hfi’s) to specific
nuclei, to interpret their temperature dependences, and
to extract structural details.

The information in an EPR spectrum lies primarily in
the nuclear hyperfine splittings displayed in the spectra
of many free radicals. This is especially true in the present
instance because g-factor variations (another feature of
EPR spectra) were exceptionally small, with the result that
individual lines were extremely sharp. With such small
line widths, EPR hyperfine splittings became a powerful
spectroscopic tool because complete resolution of the
hyperfine manifold was possible. For RnC60 radicals (n
odd), the unpaired spin is essentially confined to the C60

ball. Fortunately, however, hyperfine interactions were
not restricted to its 13C nuclei since polarization and
hyperconjugative effects gave rise to resolvable hyperfine
interactions from the attached ligand(s) R. Because of the
inherent narrowness of the lines in the hyperfine mani-
fold, these hfi’s provided unequivocal identification of the
free radicals RnC60.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Multiple Addition of R to C60. It is perhaps ironic
that, notwithstanding the above remarks about the in-
variance of g in RnC60 radicals, the first detection of an
identifiable radical adduct of C60 came as the result4,5 of
careful g measurement. Di-tert-butyl peroxide (BOOB,
where B ) tert-butyl) is a useful photolytic source of BO
radicals in solution. It was a simple matter to add a few
microliters of BOOB to a solution of C60 in toluene (the
preferred solvent for C60 at the time) and photolyze it with
UV light. A powerful signal was observed which, disap-
pointingly, lacked hyperfine structure and was therefore
not easily associated with its carrier. Two simple experi-
ments resolved the problem:5

1. The signal was shown to have different g-factors at
low (0.2 mW) and high (200 mW) microwave powers,
2.002 50 and 2.002 21, respectively. This suggested that
two species were present, the signal of one of which was
dominant at low power, but which saturated (disappeared)
at high microwave power.

2. Toluene enriched in the isotopomer 13CH3C6H5 was
used as solvent. This experiment revealed hyperfine
structure in the spectrum at both low and high powers
(Figure 1) and proved the attacking species to be the
benzyl radical CH2C6H5 formed by hydrogen abstraction
from the solvent by photolytically generated BO radicals.
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At low microwave power (Figure 1A), the hyperfine
pattern was that of two equivalent 13C nuclei (aC(2) ) 9.70
G) and a third 13C nucleus with a smaller hfi (aC ) 1.75
G). The only reasonable explanation for this pattern was
that the carrier was (C6H5CH2)3C60 in an “allyl-like” con-
figuration on the C60 surface (Figure 1, center), having
CH2C6H5 groups attached to C6, C3, and C3′. Calculations
carried out on the prototype radical H3C60 using the QCFF/
PI and MNDO Hamiltonians indicated that the isomer
formed by H-addition at C6, C3, and C3′ was indeed
energetically more stable than the C1C6C3 or C1C6C3′
isomers,6,7 although the latter would be favored by the spin
density distribution of their monoadduct precursor. The
calculations also indicated that the unpaired spin was
indeed predominantly carried by 2p orbitals of the “allyl”
carbons C2 and C2′ (ca. 0.24 each) directed along the
radius of the C60 ball. Moreover, in the C3C6C3′ isomer
of H3C60, a surprisingly large unpaired spin density resided
on C12(2p) and C12′(2p) (ca. 0.12 each), a fact which
accounted for the experimentally observed formation of
the penta-adduct (see below). These calculations enabled
us to assign framework 13C hfi’s of 19.8 and 13.1 G to C2,
C2′ and C12, C12′ respectively.6 As indicated in Figure 1
(center), these R3C60 radicals, of which H3C60 is the
prototype, retain a plane of symmetry (point group Cs)
and their ground electronic state is 2A′′. Several R3C60

radicals of the “allyl” type have been reported.6 The most
interesting of these was obtained by a particularly simple
experiment: the photolysis of a solution of C60 in 13CCl4

which yielded the spectrum of (13CCl3)2ClC60. This is the
only known R3C60 radical for which the central ligand is
different from the other two (aC(2) ) 16.4, aCl(1) ) 0.61
G). This spectrum was accompanied by that of the
monoadduct 13CCl3C60 (aC ) 29.6 G).

At high power, the 13C hyperfine structure obtained
using 13C-enriched toluene was a sextet of equally spaced
(3.56 G) lines of relative intensities 1:5:10:10:5:1 (Figure
1B), indicating that the unpaired electron interacted with

five indistinguishable 13C nuclei (aC(5) ) 3.56 G). It was
concluded5 (Figure 1, center) that the carrier of this
spectrum was a (C6H5CH2)5C60 radical in a “cyclopenta-
dienyl” configuration on the C60 surface, i.e. with benzyl
groups on C6, C3, C3′, C12, and C12′ and the unpaired
electron in an aromatic ring involving 2p orbitals on C1,
C2, C2′, C13, and C13′. Assignment to such a structure
also accounts for the dramatic difference in saturation
properties when compared to the allylic species. Cyclo-
pentadienyl has a degenerate ground state8 that gives rise
to electronic orbital motion and provides an efficient spin-
relaxation pathway via spin-orbital coupling. Such spe-
cies are characterized by unusually broad resonances9 and
a concomitant resistance of their EPR spectra to power
saturation.

In view of the aforementioned considerable spin den-
sity on C12 and C12′ in R3C60 radicals predicted by
semiempirical calculations, it is not surprising that further
addition of benzyl groups takes place at these positions.
It is surprising, however, that “cyclopentadienyl” (C6H5-
CH2)5C60 is the only isomer of R5C60 stoichiometry to have
been reported and that (for example) R5C60 radicals with
ligands on C6, C3, C3′, C2, and C2′ have never been
observed. Admittedly, with large incoming groups such
as benzyl radicals, formation of such an isomer would be
unlikely. However, for small ligands (H, CH3), one would
expect the large unpaired spin density at C2 and C2′ in
the R3C60 precursor to kinetically favor the formation of
this isomer.

2.2. Monoadducts of C60. The facile observation by
EPR spectroscopy of the products of multiple addition of
benzyl radicals turned out to be an exception to, rather
than the rule of, addition of free radicals to C60. In general,
the expected initial product of addition was observed
immediately following the onset of radical production, and
in many instances, the radical monoadduct was a persis-

FIGURE 1. EPR spectra of (A) R3C60 and (B) R5C60. R ) 13CH2C6H5 in both A and B.
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tent species. The monobenzyl adduct was eventually
observed, but it was an extremely short-lived intermedi-
ate.10

2.2.1. Alkyl- and Fluoroalkyl-C60 Radicals. Many
alkyl-10-13 and fluoroalkyl-C60 radicals14-16 have been
detected. Probably the most informative spectrum was
that of tert-butyl-C60, (CH3)3CC60, whose nine protons had
equal hfi’s of 170 mG at 325 K.12,13 At 225 K, however, the
proton hfi’s had changed to aH(6) ) 88 mG and aH(3) )
340 mG,13 indicating that rotation about the C-C60 bond
had slowed to the point that a static conformation was
observed in which one methyl group was over the
pentagon and the other two were over the hexagons. By
simulating the marked changes in the spectrum of tert-
butyl-C60 over the range 225-325 K, an estimate of 7.3 (
0.5 kcal/mol for the enthalpy barrier hindering C-C60

rotation was obtained. This value compares favorably
with the estimate of 9.6 ( 0.2 kcal/mol for rotation of two
tert-butyl groups against each other17 and 9.3 kcal/mol for
C6-C9 rotation in the anion of tert-butyl-C60.18

The spectrum of tert-butyl-C60 was important for
another reason: it was sufficiently powerful that 13C hfi’s
could be readily detected in natural abundance,10,11 as
shown in Figure 2 for (CD3)3CC60. tert-Butyl-C60, like any
C60 monoadduct, has a single plane of symmetry passing
through C1, C6 (the attacked carbon), and C9 (the attack-
ing carbon). In other words, the molecule belongs to the

Cs point group. The singly occupied molecular orbital
(SOMO) of these radicals, and their ground electronic
state, belongs to the A′ representation, so that the spin
population in 2s and 2p orbitals of carbon atoms lying
on the plane of symmetry (such as C1) and on either side
of it (such as C3 and C3′) is permitted. The anisotropic
hfi’s arising from spin populations in C(2p) orbitals are
averaged to zero by the rapid tumbling motion in liquid-
phase experiments, and the observed isotropic hfi’s are
due to a combination of direct (2s) and indirect (spin-
polarization) contributions to the spin populations. The
three carbons C1, C6, and C9 will have 13C satellites of
unit intensity (ca. 0.5% of the central line), but all other
carbons will generate satellites of double intensity (e.g.,
C3, C3′ or C5, C5′). It will be seen from Figure 2 that the
outermost satellites are of unit intensity, and isotopic
enrichment proved that the hfi of C9 was 13.1 G. Bearing
in mind that the principal Kekulé structure of RC60 would
place the unpaired spin on C1, the natural conclusion was
that the largest hfi (17.6 G) belonged to C1. The same
assignment was later made for the largest 13C hfi of CH3C60

(C1, whose hfi was 18.21 G).19

The two next-largest hfi’s in the spectrum of tert-butyl-
C60 (9.19 and 8.72 G) are of double intensity and were
originally assigned11 to C3, C3′ and C5, C5′ (or vice versa),
since unpaired spin on these atoms corresponded to
important Kekulé structures for RC60. However, on the
basis of quantum-chemically computed spin densities
used in conjunction with the Fraenkel-Karplus (F-K)
equation,20 we later predicted very little unpaired spin on
C5 and C5′ and large, negative spin on C2 and C2′.6 These
computations led us to reassign the two next-largest hfi’s
in tert-butyl-C60 as follows: aC3 ) aC3′ ) +8.72 G and aC2

) aC2′ ) -9.19 G, as shown in Figure 2.6 It was gratifying
to find later that level-crossing experiments using Mu13C60

(which provide unequivocal signs for hfi’s)21,22 confirmed
this conclusion. The results for Mu13C60 also supported
experimentally the conclusions of earlier studies which
had predicted very little (ca. +0.03) spin density on C5
and C5′ in the prototype radical HC60.6,23,24

It is perhaps worth noting that of the various computa-
tions, QCFF/PI semiempirical calculations of the positive
2p unpaired spin distribution, combined with the F-K
model, accounted very satisfactorily for most of the
observed hfi’s and helped to assign the experimental EPR
data to specific carbon atoms of the C60 cage.6 Although
ab initio calculations have also been performed, these
were restricted to the use of small basis sets because of
the huge size of the molecule and predicted unrealistically
localized spin population on C1.25 We have recently
performed DFT calculations at the UHF level which have
the advantage of including spin polarization effects in a
computationally rather inexpensive way.26 The calcula-
tions of Fermi interactions were performed on a fragment
of the C60 cage, and the resulting hfi’s were found to be
in very satisfactory agreement with those observed and
with those predicted by the F-K equation. Thus, both
semiempirical and DFT calculations concur with the
conclusion that atoms C1, C3, and C3′ show large, positive

FIGURE 2. Spectrum of (CD3)3CC60 showing the 13C hyperfine
structure in natural abundance. For the location of C11, see Figure
1.
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hfi’s, whereas C2 and C2′ have large, negative hyperfine
interactions. As to the mechanism responsible for the
latter, it appears that spin-polarization effects are impor-
tant, underlining the fact that these radicals are similar
in many respects to organic π-radicals.

Besides tert-butyl-C60, many alkyl-C60 and perfluoro-
alkyl-C60 radicals have been detected.11-16 Of particular
interest were the ethyl-C60 radicals CH3CH2C60, CH3CF2C60,
CF3CH2C60, and CF3CF2C60 (Figure 3). Of course, the
spectra of all four radicals had the same basic hyperfine
pattern since both 19F and 1H nuclei have spin I ) 0.5. It
was noticed, however, that the spectra of CF3CH2C60 and
CF3CF2C60 were unchanged over the accessible tempera-
ture range (decalin: 160-450 K), whereas in both CH3-
CH2C60 and CH3CF2C60, the central quartet broadened and
disappeared completely between 225 and 240 K. It was
postulated15,16 that the equilibrium conformations of CF3-
CH2C60 and CF3CF2C60 are symmetric (CF3 group over the
pentagon), whereas the equilibrium conformations of CH3-
CH2C60 and CH3CF2C60 are asymmetric, i.e. with the methyl
group over one of the hexagons. It was further postu-
lated16 for the latter pair that above 240 K there was rapid

interchange of the methylene H or F atoms, thereby
rendering them indistinguishable on the EPR time scale.
Between 240 and 225 K, however, the exchange process
enters the intermediate regime as the motion slows. Since
the methylene protons and 19F nuclei in the static con-
formations of CH3CH2C60 and CH3CF2C60 are inequivalent,
the effect is to broaden the central components of the
hyperfine pattern (those of double intensity).12 Unfortu-
nately, it was not possible to detect the spectra of the
individual enantiomers by lowering the temperature
further because the solution froze before the system
entered the slow exchange regime. The intriguing ques-

tion is, however, why should the equilibrium configura-
tions of CF3CF2C60 and CF3CH2C60 be symmetric while
those of CH3CF2C60 and CH3CH2C60 are asymmetric?
Putting the question another way, why should CF3 groups
appear to prefer the pentagon position while CH3 groups
apparently prefer one of the hexagon positions? Since the
steric hindrance in the two positions is rather similar, it
was concluded, with the aid of semiempirical INDO
calculations of the charge distribution, that the answer
lies in the electrostatic forces between the ligands and the
C60 surface.16

In Figure 4A,B, we show the charge distribution on the
C60 surface near C6 for the asymmetric and symmetric
conformations of CH3CF2C60. First, we point out that
INDO correctly predicts the former to be more stable. It
can be seen that INDO also predicts considerable charge
rearrangement on going from one isomer to the other,
notably at C8, C8′, C4, C4′, C2, and C2′. In the more stable
asymmetric isomer, one fluorine atom is near positive
charges on C8 and C8′ and the other is near positive
charges on C4′ and C5′. In the less stable isomer, the
negatively charged fluorines are near negative charge on
C5, C5′, and C6. The converse is true for CF3CH2C60 in its
symmetric and asymmetric conformations. In the former,
the three fluorines are close to positive charges on C8 and
C8′, whereas in the latter, they are near negative charges
on C5 and C1. Thus, it seems entirely reasonable that
INDO should find the more stable isomers to be the
asymmetric conformer of CH3CF2C60, and the symmetric
conformer of CF3CH2C60, in agreement with conclusions
based on their spectra at low temperatures.

In (CH3)3CC60 at 225 K (see above) the nine proton

FIGURE 3. High-temperature EPR spectra of (A) CH3CH2C60, (B) CH3-
CF2C60, (C) CF3CH2C60, and (D) CF3CF2C60.
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hyperfine interactions consist of two groups: three at 340
mG (over the pentagon) and six at 88 mG (over the
hexagons).13 The agreement between the latter and that
for the protons of the methyl group in CH3CF2C60 (80
mG,15 also over one of the hexagons) suggested that the
methyl proton hfi’s might be diagnostic of their position
(over pentagon vs over hexagons). Indeed, this turned out
to be so, although for methyl protons over hexagons, the
observed range is 80-140 mG: CH3CH2C60, 120 mG;
(CH3)2CHC60, 140 mG; CH3(CF3)CHC60, 140 mG. Except
for (CH3)3CC60, it is impossible to place a methyl group
over the pentagon.

A similar story emerged for CF3 groups in substituted
methyl-C60 radicals. In CF3CH2C60, the CF3 group is over
the pentagon and its three 19F nuclei have hfi’s of 2720
mG.15 Similar values were found for CF3 groups in CF3-
CF2C60 (2430 mG), CF3CHFC60 (2770 mG), and CF3(CH3)-
CHC60 (2620 mG), in all of which the lack of evidence for
enantiomeric exchange led to the conclusion that the CF3

group is located over the pentagon. Only with (CF3)3CC60

at 225 K is it possible to place two CF3 groups over the
hexagons (1630 mG) and one over the pentagon (2260
mG).14 It therefore appeared that, in radicals of the type
XYZCC60, where X, Y, and Z are CF3, F, H, or CH3, a CH3

group will never gain the pentagon position except when
(as with (CH3)3CC60) there is no alternative. Similarly, a
CF3 group will never be found over the hexagon(s) except
when (as with (CF3)3CC60) there is no alternative. The
reason for this behavior appears to be that the pentagon
position (especially atoms C8 and C8′) is a region of
positive charge. Also, atoms C5 and C5′ bear small
amounts of negative charge. Thus, the most electro-
negative of X, Y, and Z will gain the pentagon position.

Charton gives the following values for the electro-
negativity parameter σI: F ) 0.52, CF3 ) 0.42, CO2H )
0.36, OH ) 0.25, H ) 0.00, and CH3 ) -0.05.27 The results
discussed in previous paragraphs prove that, as regards
access to the pentagon position in XYZCC60 radicals, CF3

has a higher effective σI than an F atom. With this caveat
in mind, however, the series is a useful rationale for the
equilibrium conformation of such radicals. For example,
the equilibrium conformation of (CH3)2(OH)CC60 would
be expected from the above series to be symmetric (OH
over the pentagon). The proton hfi’s in the observed

spectrum (aH(1) ) 93 mG, aH(6) ) 150 mG) are entirely
consistent with this prediction.19 The same is true of the
radical (CH3)2CHC60 (aH(1) ) 470 mG and aH(6) ) 140
mG).11 Also, there is the fact that the spectrum of (CH3)2-
CHC60 shows no line-broadening effects at low tempera-
tures. Such effects (e.g.,11 in CH3CH2C60) are diagnostic
of an asymmetric equilibrium conformation. Similarly,
in the monosubstituted methyl-C60 radicals CH2FC60,28

CH2(CO2H)C60,29 and CH2(OH)C60,29 the more electro-
negative ligand gains the pentagon position.

We mention briefly the two prototypes of XYZCC60

radicals: CH3C60 and CF3C60. There is strong evidence that
in these species a 1H or 19F nucleus over the pentagon (θ
) 0°) has a hfi which is opposite in sign to those over the
hexagons (θ ) (120°). Indeed, in the case of CF3C60, the
evidence is incontrovertible. At 285 K, the hyperfine
pattern of CF3C60 is that of three 19F nuclei at 74 mG. At
180 K it is that of two 19F nuclei at 280 mG and one at 630
mG, rotation about the C-C60 bond having slowed to the

point where the 19F nuclei are distinguishable on the EPR
time scale.14 Only on the assumption of opposite signs
for the hfi’s at 180 K could these numbers be reconciled
with a much smaller value for the hfi’s of three equivalent
19F nuclei at 285 K.

In the case of CH3C60 the evidence for opposite signs
is circumstantial. At 300 K the three protons of CH3C60

have equal hfi’s of 35 mG. Compare this with the hfi of
the unique proton in (CH3)2CHC60 (over the pentagon, 470
mG) and the two equivalent protons in CH2(OH)C60 (over
the hexagons, 175 mG).13 It seems highly probable that,
as with the 19F nuclei in CF3C60, the proton over the
pentagon has a hfi larger in magnitude but opposite in
sign to those of the protons over the hexagons. Only then
does the unusually small hfi for CH3C60 seem reasonable.
Unfortunately, it proved impossible to confirm this con-

FIGURE 4. INDO charge distribution for CH3CF2C60 in (A) the asymmetric conformation and (B) the symmetric conformation.
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clusion experimentally, as was done for CF3C60, because
of the inaccessibly low temperature required.

ROHF/MNDO calculations on CH3C60 and CF3C60 show
greater positive spin population in the H(1s) or F(2s)
orbital when the atom is over the pentagon (θ ) 0°) than
when it is over one of the hexagons (θ ) (120°).6 As was
pointed out earlier, these calculations predict only the
direct contribution to the spin density. However, more
recent DFT/UHF calculations on the radical CH3-frag-
ment, where “fragment” represents a structure corre-
sponding to approximately one-half of the C60 ball,
confirm positive and negative spin populations at θ ) 0°
and (120° respectively.30

2.2.2. Other C60 Adducts. A limited number of C60

adducts other than alkyl- and fluoroalkyl-C60 radicals are
known. These include HC(dO)C60 and various acyl-C60

radicals29 plus several alkoxy-C60 radicals (ROC60)31 and
thioalkyl-C60 radicals (RSC60).31 Of interest was the ob-
servation that the proton hfi’s in (CH3)3COC60 (aH(9) ) 350
mG) were bigger than those of (CH3)3CC60, and that the
19F hfi’s in CF3OC60 (3140 mG) were bigger than those of
CF3C60. These are presumably examples of the so-called
“W-effect”, wherein nuclei remote from the unpaired spin
have unexpectedly large hfi’s.32,33 It is interesting to note
that, in the case of CH3SC60, the authors31 propose that
the equilibrium conformation is asymmetric, i.e. the
methyl group lies over one of the hexagons. This would
appear to be a confirmation of the above conclusions
concerning CH3YZCC60 radicals: that the methyl group
avoids regions of positive charge over the pentagon.

2.2.3. HC60 and MuC60. Shortly after the discovery and
characterization of C60, it was suggested that fullerenes
might be present in interstellar space34 and that C60 might
be present as HC60.35 A search for the monohydride in
interstellar space by way of its zero-field emission would
be impracticable without prior knowledge of the frequency
or, equivalently, the proton hfi. EPR spectroscopists,
therefore, came under pressure to generate and measure
the spectrum of HC60 in the laboratory. However, a similar
problem was encountered because the proton hfi in HC60

depended on the unpaired spin distribution in that
molecule, which was itself an issue of debate at the time.
Before EPR spectroscopists could respond, however, the
question was answered by the discovery of MuC60 and
measurement of its Mu hyperfine interaction. MuC60 was
detected by the technique of muon spin rotation, and the
Mu hyperfine interaction was determined as 332 MHz (118
G) at 4 K.36,37 Dividing by the ratio of magnetic moments
gave the predicted proton hfi in HC60 as 37 G (104 MHz).
This result was a great disappointment for radioastrono-
mers because 104 MHz is in the middle of the domestic
FM band, a fact which still left a search for interstellar
HC60 impracticable. This may have been fortunate,
however, because, when EPR spectroscopists finally de-
tected HC60, its proton hfi was found to be 33 G (93
MHz)38,39 and a search in the 104 MHz region would have
been fruitless. This large discrepancy is known as the
muon/proton hyperfine anomaly, whose origin has been
the subject of some debate.40 It is in fact mainly due to

vibrational contributions to the hfi’s and thus stems from
the isotopic dependence of certain vibrational frequen-
cies.41 The vibrational averaging of the hfi’s is manifested
by their temperature dependence. The vibrational con-
tribution to the temperature dependence of a(T) can be
represented by a simple equation:

where the temperature-independent term a0 includes the
zero-point energy contribution of high-frequency vibra-
tional modes and the second, temperature-dependent
term is due to low-frequency vibrational modes. The b1

k

coefficients are proportional to the second derivatives of
the hfi’s with respect to vibrational normal coordinates.

We were able to predict the temperature dependence
of the proton hyperfine interaction in HC60 by employing
QCFF/PI vibrational coordinates to evaluate the b1

k coef-
ficients with the help of the MNDO Hamiltonian.41 The
effect of the ensemble of low-frequency modes associated
with the C60 ball was to give the proton and muon hfi’s
the same negative temperature coefficient, as observed
(Figure 5). The three normal modes dominated by the
H-C60 motion had only small, positive temperature coef-
ficients but contributed significantly to the temperature-
independent a0 term because of their high frequencies.
The corresponding frequencies for the MuC60 radical are
even higher and made a larger contribution to a0, ac-
counting precisely for the hyperfine anomaly. The cal-
culations indicated that about 50% of the observed
anomaly was due to the Mu-C60 stretch, with the Mu-
C60 rocking and wagging motions accounting for ca. 25%
each (Figure 5).

3. Concluding Remarks
The work outlined above established the characteristics
of some simple paramagnetic C60 adducts: the mono-, tri-,

FIGURE 5. (diamonds) Variation with temperature of the 1H hfi in
HC60. (circles) Variation with temperature of the “reduced” (by γH/
γMu) Mu hfi in MuC60. Dashed lines are predictions obtained using
a multimode model for (A) HC60. Predictions for MuC60 include the
effects of (B) Mu-C wagging motion, (C) Mu-C rocking, (D) Mu-C
stretching, and (E) the combined effects of B, C, and D.

a(T) ) a0 + ∑k(b1
kT) (1)
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and penta-adducts. The observation of only the most
symmetric of the many isomers of R3C60 and R5C60 was
surprising at first. We suspect now, however, that this
ease of observation may have been enabled by their high
symmetry, which resulted in the equivalence of the
substituents and simplification of the spectra. Detection
of isomers with lower symmetry will be more difficult
because of the inequivalence of the substituents and the
consequent complexity of the hyperfine manifold. The
inevitable result will be broad, poorly resolved spectra not
readily detectable by CW-EPR. These conclusions apply
with even greater force to higher adducts, R7C60, R9C60, etc.,
in which the proliferation of isomers increases enor-
mously. If advances are to be made in these areas, it
seems likely that they will only come with the application
of high-resolution EPR techniques such as ENDOR. It will
not be easy, however, to make these advances, since there
is the penalty of lower sensitivity to be paid for higher
resolution.
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